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NACA RM ~50303 
ON AN NACA IO-( 3) (08) -03 FQOEZIZFt UIlDEZ OPERATING CONDITIONS 
By Albert 3. Evans 
A wind-tmel  investigation has been made by the  National Advisory 
Committee fo r  Aeronautics t o  determine propeller section aeroaynan;ic 
. characteristics by measuring the surface pressure distribution on the 
a i r f o i l  sections of  a rotating propeller. The pressures were measured 
at nine  radial  stations on an MCA lo-( 3) ( 0 8 )  4 3  design two-blade 
propeller. 
c 
The results of the  investigation  are  presented  herein and a i r f o i l  
- *  aerodynamic characteristics  are  presented mer a Mach number range from approximately 0.20 t o  ap roximately 1.15. A range of angle of attack 
is covered from about -1 $0 JZO a t  re la t ive-  l o w  values of section g 
Mach number and from 0' t o  4' in  the transonic speed range. 
The results are compared w i t h  two-dimensional-model data from w i n d -  
tunnel tests. An analysis of the co~~parisons shows tha t  some refinement 
of present theory is needed t o  determine the induced flow at  a propeller 
and that there are differences between data obtained on an qperatfng pro- 
peller blade and that obtained on two-dimensional.models in vind tunnels. 
The problem of the application of  a i r f o i l  data t o  the design of 
efficient  propellers and of  the procurement of a i r f o i l  data fo r  pro- 
peller  design and performance prediction,  particularly.at  high speeds, 
is well know to the propeller designer. The problem. of the applica- 
t ion of two-dimensianal a i r f o i l  data t o  propeller design was solved 
for  the incrmp+essible case of light propeller loading by the   k t ro -  
desi@ continues t o  yield satisfactory  results when applied t o  the 
design of propellers which have sections operating a t  subcrit ical  speeds. 
I duction of the  Goldstein  factor as developed by Lock. Thfs method of 
L 
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For conditions of operation far from the ideally loaded condition, 
however, the Goldstein theory is  inapplicable and i s  not Intended for 
use in the estimation of the induced flow at  the  propeller.  
As described i n  reference 1 there are three-dimensional rd l ev ing  
ef fec ts  present  near  the  pupel le r  t ips  a t  supercr i t ica l  speeds, Refer- 
ence 1 points out - tha t  the shocks fonaed at or near the-blade  t ips  are 
not normal t o   t he  stream and therefore cause less flow separation and 
shock loss than the normal shock found in two-dimensional flow. This 
phenomenon involves a change in the  relation between lift and angle of  
at tack of  the airfoil   sections  near the t i p  which is  independent of the 
induced-f low field. 
In  addition t o  the t ip-relievlng effects at high speeds, there is 
also a rad ia l  boundary-layer flow caused by centrifugal  action on the 
boundary layer, a Mach number gradient a long the propeller blades, and 
the influence of high blade solidity on the   l i f t i ng   l i ne  concept, all 
of which tend  to alter the two-dimensional aerodynamic characterist ics 
of the propeller sections. 
To obtain propeller section data, wbich  include the aforementioned 
effects,  tests have been conducted i n  the Langley 16-foot high-speed 
tunnel. Propeller airfoil section data have been obtained over the 
operating range of a propeller by the measurement of the surface pressure 
distribution on the sections of an operating propeller. The resul ts  of 
the investigation are presented over a Mach number range from.approxi- 
mately 0.20 t o  approximately 1.15. A range of angle of attack is  covered 
from about -1' t o  12' at re lat ively low values of  section Mach number and 
from 00 ta bo in  the transonic speed range. 
The airfoil-section data obtained give an insight into the nature 
of the differences between the characterist ics of a section when working 
i n  two-dlmensional and three-dimensional flow. 
Some of the results presented herein have been presented in prelim- 
inary form in reference 2. The present results cover a wider range of 
section  operation than those  presented in reference 2 arid have been m r e  
thoroughly analyzed. The data contained in the present paper include 
corrections t o  the section angles of attack caused by the t w i s t  of the 
propeller blade due t o  the operating loads and corrections t o  the nominal 
blade-angle settings. In  addition, values of  section-induced angles of 
attack calculated from Goldstein's theory and values of the section- 
chordwise-pressure forces are presented. -Values pf elemental thrust . obtained from wake measkements which were made simultane&sly with the 
surface pressure measurements are a l s o  included. 
While the results of the present work provide some insight into 
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i two-dimensional data, a better understanding of the problem requires extensive theoretical treatment which is beyond the scope of this paper. 
The symbols used throughout this report, some of which are defined 
in figure 3, are as follows : 
b blade chord, feet 
. 
CC section chordwiae pressure  force  oefficient 
C d  section  pressure drag coefficient 
Cn section normal-force coefficient 
c 
CT' section thrqst c&fficLent 
- 9  CTp' sectirm thrust coefficient  obtained by measuring section 
surface  pressure 
. %' section  thrust  coefficient  obtained by slipstream measurements of total   pressure i n  wake 
C distance from section  leading edge t o  any point on chord, fee t  
- 
C distance from section  leading edge t o  any point on chord  about 
which moments are taken, feet 
czd 
design lift coefficient 
c*p. chordwise position of section  center of presaure,  percent 
chord 
* D  propeller  diameter,  f et 
FC section chordwise pressure  force  (positive when directed 
Fn section narmal force, pounds 
toward the section trailing edge), pounds . 
4 
G Goldstein's induced-velocity correction factor f o r  8 finite 
number of blades 
acceleration due to   gravi ty  ( 32.2 ft/sec2 ) 
bla& section maxfmum thickness, feet h 
advance r a t i o  (V/nD) 
gas constant (53.3. ft-lb/Ib/'F) 
J 
K 
sect ion  l i f t -drag  ra t io  . . -  
M tunnel air-streem Mach nmber, corrected t o  equivalent free 
airspeed 
value of Mach number a t  lift divergence 
critical Mach number 
hel ical  t i p  Mach number 
helfcal section Mach number M 1 + - (m> 
U '  section moment, pound-feet 
propeller rotational apeed, r p m  
propeller rotational apeed, r p a  
crit ical  pressure coefficient 





PX s ta t ion  x ( i P o )  
pressure, pouhaEl per square foot P 
9n indicated  pressure as read on manometer board (uncorrected 
for centrifugal pressure), pounds per square f o o t  
free-stream static pressure, pounds per aquare foot PO 
SX resultant aynamic pressure a t  a radial s ta t ion  x, pounds per 
square foot 
propeller-tip 
( 9 0 ' )  
R ragus ,  fee t  
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r radius   to  a blade element, f ee t  
radius t o  or i f ice  Fn rotstlng shaft of pressure-transfer 
device, feet 
- 
T absolute mean temperature of air  in propeller  tubing, 
?F absolute 
v tunnel air-stream velocity  corrected  to  equivalent free air-  
speed, feet  per  second 
W 
WO 
t rue  resultant velocity, feet per second 
resultant velocity at a radial stat ion x, feet per second 
induced velocity, feet per second 





perpendicular  distance from section chord Une t o  any point 
on section surface, defined as being positive from chord 
t o  upper surface and negative t o  lower.surface, feet 
induced mgle of  attack computed by Lock's method, dewes 
angle of attack of blade element a t  radial stat ion x, 
corrected f o r  induced flow and blade t w i s t  due t o  load, 
degrees, (B 4- a - 8) 
f ax 
ax' nominal angle of attack of blade element a t  radial stat ion x, 
& s e e s  ( B - 8,) 
blade angle, degrees (uncorrected for t w i s t  due t o  load) B 
as blade twisting angle due to operating loads, degrees 
blade angle, degrees . ( B  + &) 
mass density of air in f ree  stream, slugs per cubic foot 
propel le r  so l iu ty  ( B ~ / ~ R T )  Q 
helix angle 
nominal helix angle (tan -' ( J/xx) ) 
. 
6 
0) propeller  rotational speed, r a d i a n s  per seCond 
Bubscripts: 
2 lower surface 
U upper surface 
APPARATUS 
NACA RM L50H03 
Basic equipment.- The tests were made with the NACA 2000-horsepa~er 
propeller dynamometer in the Langley 16-foot high-speed tunnel. A 
complete description of the dynamometer is contained in reference 3. 
The  pressure-transfer device used to  transfer  the  pressures measured 
a t  the blade surface orFfices from the rotating members of' the test  setup 
t o  the stationary manometers is sham schematically in figure 1 and is 
described in detail in reference 4. 
Propeller blades.  - The propeller  blades  are of sol id  duralumin 
construction and are designated the M C A  10-(3)(08)-03 propeller. The 
d ig i t s  in the propeller designation describe the propeller diameter and 
the  ai r foi l  sect ion at  the design radius (x = 0.70) as follows: pro- 
peller diameter, 10 feet; section design lift coefficient, 0.3; section 
thickness chord ratio,  0.08; and sol idi ty  per. blade, 0.03. The blades 
were made up of  NACA 16-series  airfoil  sections throughout and were 
designed as  a three-blade propeller t o  have the Betz  loading for mlnlmum 
induced-energy l o s s  when operating at a blade angle of 45O at the des3gn 
radius at an advance ra t io  af 2.1. The airfoil-section design charac- 
te r i s t ics   a re  shown in  table 1 for the blade stations where pressure 
measurements were made. It should be noted that throughout the present 
paper parentheses have been added t o  the airfoil designations t o  separate 
the airfoil-section design lift coefficient from t h  section thickness 
ratio. This addftion of parenthesea i s  contrary t o  the NACA method of 
designating the 16-series airfoils but the fractional values of design 
liFt coefficient and thickness ratio involved in many instances i n  the 
present paper required the separation for clarity.  
A description of the blades, together vlth the aerodynamic charac- 
ker is t ics  of the propeller, is  contafned in reference 3. me blades 
were tested as a two-blade propeller f o r  the present tests, and blade- 
form characteristic curves are presented i n  figure 2. 
Twenty-four press- tubes were embedded in the surface of one of 
the blades; a resistance thermometer was embedded In the thrust face. 
Details of the blade construction, pressure t ~ e  and orifice installation, 
* . 
c -  
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and temperature measurements are described i n  reference 2. A schematic 
diagram of the test s e t q  is  shown is figure 1. 
The. t e s t s  were made at nominal values of blade angle of 300 and 45’ 
at the 75-percent (45-inch) radius station. For most tests a constant 
rotational speed was used and a range of advance r a t io  was covered by 
changing the  tunnel airspeed, which W ~ S  varied from about 60 t o  460 mfles 
per hour. A t  a blade angle of 45O, however, the dynsmometer could not 
deliver sufficient torque to cover the complete range of advance r a t i o  
at the higher  rotational speeds and for  this reason high-speed data were 
obtained by operating at constant high values of tunnel airspeed and 
variable dynamometer rotational speeds. 
When the tests w e r e  run as described, the section Mach nmiber and 
the section nominal angle of attack were varied simultaneously; the 
nominal angle of attack was varied Over a fairly large range and the 
section Mach llumber was varied over a s m a l l  range. SFnce the nominal 
angle of attack is a function of advance r a t io  at constant blade angle, 
a Mach number range was covered by running the tests over the same range 
of advance r a t io  a nuniber of times w i t h  different conbinations of  tunnel 
airspeed and rotational speed. The Mach  number range covered f o r  the 
from about 0.3 t o  0.6.  The nominal angle-of-attack range varied from 
about -lo t o  Eo f o r  low values of  Mach number and from abwt 00 t o  bo 
for  the higher V & ~ U ~ S  of Mach number. 
c 
” outboard stations was from about 0.6 t o  1.1, and for  the  inboard  stations 
rc 
Pressure Coefficient 
The pressure  coefffcient  for a pressure measured on the surface 
of the  propeller blade i s  deffned as the difference between the measured 
surface pressure and the free-stream static  pressure, divided by the 
resultant section dynamic pressure, so that 
- P - Po 
qX px - 
The pressure p at a point on the blade surface is  the pressure 
recorded on the manolIheter corrected for the centruugal  force  acting on 
8 
the   a i r  column in the pressure tube due t o  the  rotation of the blade, 
so that  c 
For the  present  installation r l  was small compared with r and 
was called zero with negligible  effect on the resulting pressure coeffi- 
cient. 
The  free-atream static  pressure and the ma88 density of the  a i r   are  
determined by the free-stream conditions immediately ahead of  the pro- 
peller  but  the  reeultant  velocity a d  total  preesure  acting on a blade 
section  are determined jo in t lyby  the speed of advance and the propeller 
rotational speed. 
The coefficients defined herein are based on the resultant veloc- 
i t y  Wo (fig.  3) .  To be s t r i c t l y  ~~nalagoue t o  two-dimeneional flow the 
coefficient6 should be  based on the resultant velocity W. The ra t io  W/Wo, 
however, is equal t o  cos and since ai i s  less than 3.5' f o r  a l l  
conditions of  the present tests the  error Involved by using the simplifi- 
cation amounted.to less than 1 percent fn normal-force coefficient. 
Normel-Force Coefffcient . 
The normal-force coefficient of a section is defined as the normal 
force acting 011 a section of unit span divided by the chord of the section 
and the reeultant  section dynamic pressure: 
Moment Coefficient 
The moment coefficient of a section is defined a8 follows: 
A positive value of moment coefficient i s  defined a s  a moment tending 
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Chordwise-Pressure-Force  Coefficient 
The chordwise-pressure-force  coefficient  is  defined as 
9 
and is  found by an integration of the  pressure-distribution  curve  deter- 
mined by plotting  the  measured  surface  pressure  coefficient  against  the 
section  thiclmess ao that 
Angle  of  Attack 
The angle of attack  of  the  propeller section8 has been  determined . 
by the relation 
+- where ai, the  induced  angle of attack, was computed by use of Goldstein's 
correction for a finite  nmiber of blades, as applied by Uck, reference 5 . 
- 
In the  equation 
crc zw 
4G sin 6 Wl = 
wl is assumed'to  be  perpendicular  to  the  true  resultant  velocity W as 
sham i n  figure 3. The  induced  angle 9 is  obtained  as 
This equation was solved for the  induced  angle  by  successive 
approximations  by  lettfng c 2 F cn  and  .by assuming $ = 8, for the 
first  trial.  The  factor G w a s  obtained f r a u  charts  such as thoae 
reproduced in figure 2 of reference 6 .  
+ 
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b 
When a propeller . is  operating, the blades w i l l  twist due t o  the 
action of the  centrifugal  forces and the aerodynamic load. The subject rn 
blades are relatively s t i f f  and the changes i n  angle of attack due t o  
any twisting of the blades are small but i n  8me cases constitute a 
fairly large percentage of the section angle of attack. The centrifugal 
loads acting m the  blades can be calculated with good accuracy and when 
the aerodynamic load and physical  characteristics of the blades are kncikn 
the sectim angle of t w i s t  @ can be canputed  with good accuracy. The 
twist of the blade sections has been ccunputed and i s  included i n  the 
calculaticm of the section angles of attack for all conditiaus of oper- 
ation tested in the present program. 
- 
An accurate determination of the blade-angle set t ing i s  a l so  of 
importance for the determination of.the..section angle of a t tack.  For 
the present tests the blade angle waO set a t  n d n a l  values of 30° and 
45' at  the = = 0.75 s ta t ion.  It was necessaly t o  canplete the tests 
a t  a given radial statim before proceeding w i t h  the tests a t  the suc- 
ceeding s ta t ion and because of this the blade angle was changed a t  leaat  
once fo r  each s ta t ion tes ted.  Errors  in  blade-angle set t ing became 
evident when the thrust lcad.ing along the blade radius computed from the 
surface-pressure measurements w&s canpared with that obtained fran wake 
measurements. The loading curve fran the nine radial surface-pressure 
s ta t ions was w a v y  and the loading curve from a single wake-survey run 
was character is t ical ly  smooth. However,  when the wake measurement 
loading curve was determined fran nine separate runs as was the surface- 
pressure curve, the wake-pressure curve had the same waviness as the 
surface-pressure cunre. Since the wake-pressure measurements agreed 
w i t h  the surface-pressure measurements, the waviness of the curves was 
laid t o   e r ro r s  in the hlade-angle setting. 
. - . . . . - 
R 
c 
h '  
In order t o  determine the correct blade-angle setting of each test 
run, propeller thrust was plotted against advance r a t i o  and canpared 
wi th  the curve of propeller thrust against advance r a t i o  from tests 
where the blade angle was known t o  be s e t  accurately. The blade angle 
was adjusted t o  produce the same thrust a t  the F l u e  of advance r a t i o  
for  maximum efficiency as obtained in the   t es t s  where the- blade angle 
was known. The values of blade angle determfned as described are 
recorded in  tables 2 t o  10 and are the values .used throughout this 
paper in  the determination of the section angle of attack. The nminal  
values of blade-angle setting appear in  many of the figures and are  used 
for identification purposes only. 
" . ". 
Shall errors in the blade-angle -setting w i l l  not af fec t  the values 
of normal-force coefficient but smal error8 w i l l  affect values of drag 
coefficient since the determination of the drag .coefficient frcm t e s t s  
such as the present tests is dependent upcm an accurate knmledge of the 
section angle of attack. Cansistent error in  the angle of attack would 
not, however, a f fec t  any of the analyses contained herein. 
L 
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Tunnel-Wall Interference 
II 
The data presented hereFn have been corrected t o  equivalent free air  
by the application of the  Glauert  unnel-wall-interference  correction . 
(reference 7) . 
Pressure D i s t r i b u t i a  
The values of pressure coefficient obtained f ' ran  the measurement 
of surface pressures m the propeller sectims are presented in tabular 
form i n  tables 2. t o  10. Typical pressure-distributim curves are 
e h m  i n  figure 4 plotted fraa the hta presented in  tables 7(f) ,  7(h), 
and 7(k) fo r  a range of normal-force coefficient in the subsonic and 
transonic speed ranges. 
The pressure distributions obtained an the propeller blade sections 
closely resemble d a t a  obtained m sirfalls in tunnel tes ts ,  and, as  s h m  
in  reference 2, the law-speed pressure distributions obtained on the pro- 
peller  sections  agree  well w i t h  the  distribution  obtained fran theoreti- 
tal c&lculatlan. 
&. .- 
r. A t  values of Mach  number near   the  cr i t ical  value for the  propeller 
secticms (between M = 0.70 and M = 0.80) the point of minimum pressure 
tends t o  move toward the  section  trail ing edge w f t h  increasing Mach 
nmber. When the Mach nmnber is increased t o  values abwe the c r i t i c a l  
value, a sharp pressure rise occurs on the section; this rise indicates 
that a shock wave has formed cn €he surface. ( S e e  f ig .  k(b).) An 
inspection of figure 4 a s  a irhole shows that the shock wave tends t o  
move toward the leading edge of the section w i t h  hcreases  fn angle of 
attack and taward the trailing edge with increases in Mach nrrmber. 
A t  speeds abave the sect ion cr i t ical  speed, a  regim of supersonic 
flm forms rn the airfoil surface. The supersonic regim begins with a 
sonic boundary upstream and terminates in a shock at  i t a  dmetream 
boundary. When the speed is increased above the  c r i t i ca l  speed, the 
s m i c  boundary moves rapidly toward the  leading edge and begins t o  
s tabi l ize   a t   the   point  where the a i r f o i l  curvature becomes relat ively 
large; simultaneously, the shock loca t im moves rearward and, a t  Mach 
nmbers near unity and above, remains very close to the section trailing 
edge (figure 4( c) ) . 
# The foregoing  discussim illustrates that, in  general,  the distri- 
butions of pressure mer the propeller section qualitatively resemble 
those obtained in tests of two-dimensionalmodels. On the outboard 
" 
I 
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sections, however, there are differences that are not apparent f rm an 
over-all inspectian of the pressure distributicns. The differences are 
apparent, huwever, fran an inspection of the values of normal-force 
coefficients and c r i t i c a l  Mach numbers obtained, and are discussed 
sub8equently. 
Section  Critical Mach Number 
The c r i t i c a l  Mach nmber of most of  the propeller sectians tested 
has been detemined by plott ing the values of minimum preasure coeffi- 
cient obtained a t  each test c a d i t i a n  versu8 the section resultant Mach 
number a t  cmstant values of section angle of at tack. The value of 
s ec t im  Mach nwnber at  which the minimum pressure  coefficient  attained 
a value correspmding t o  a value of local Mach number equal t o  1.0 was 
read fran the plot0 and is defined as the sectim c r i t i c a l  Mach number. 
The values of s e c t i m   c r i t i c a l  Mach number are plotted against section 
normal-force coefficient in  figure 5(a). The values of sec t im  normal- 
force coefficient are the values obtained for a given angle of attack 
a t  the  sect ion  cr i t ical  Mach number. 
i 
A comparison between the values of c r i t i c a l  Mach  number obtained -b 
i n  the propeller  tests and values of theore t ica l   c r i t i ca l  Mach number 
frun reference 8 is shown i n  figure 5(b) fo r  two propel ler  s ta t ione at  
the two blade-angle settings tested. The values of l i f t  coefficient 
against which the  theoretical  values of c r i t i c a l  Mach number are plotted * -  
A 
in  reference 8 have been increased by the   factor   in  figure 5(b) 
of the  present paper. v 
For the inboard s ta t ion  (x = 0.70) sham i n  flgure 5(b) the 
agreement between the experimentally determined curves and the theoret- 
i c a l  curve is g o d  except that fo r  the experimental. c u e s  the range 
of normal-force coefficient over which relat ively high =lues of c r i t i c a l  
Mach number are maintained is  about 60 percent greater than the range fo r  
the theoretical curve. The extension of the flat portL.an of the c m e B  
is caused by the pressures c ~ 1  the lower surface of the propeller section 
and i s  probably caused-by the lack of a pressure tube near the leading 
edge of the section. The tube nearest the leading edge oyer the lower 
surface was 3.75 percentof - the  chord length fran the leading edge, 
while the closest tube cm the u p p r  surface was 2.5 percent chord frm 
the leading edge. Because of the agreement with.the theoretical  curve . 
for the  port im of the curves determined by the upper surface pressures, 
the values of c r i t i c a l  Mach number a6 determined fr& the propeller 
t e s t s  are belleved to be accurate for positive values of angle of a t tack 
of the sections. z 
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For. the outboard station (x = 0.95 the percentage increase In the 
range of normal-force coefficient covered by the flat high-level  podion 
of the experimental curves is approximately the same as f o r  the x = 0.70 
statim. A t  the x = 0.95 statim, however, the experimental curves are 
sh i f ted  to  lawer values of noml-force coefficient.  The differences 
between the experimental and theoretical  values f o r  the outboard statim 
indicate that the -pressure distribution and, consequently, the aemdy- 
namic characteristics of the outboard sections are different fran two- 
dimensional data since two-dimensional data agree w i t h  theory as shown 
in reference 9 .  Further evidence of the differences between two- 
dimensianal data and the propeller data w i l l  be sham i n  a discussion 
of the  noml-force  coefficients.  
An interesting point i l lystrated by figure 5 i s  the tendency f o r  
the values of c r i t i c a l  k h  n b b e r  ta level off and, i n  same cases, 
increase at  high values of normal-force coefficient in the range above 
the main break i n  the curves. This phencmenon which is found fn wing 
data when high narrow pressure peaks occur on the  leading edge of the 
air foi l   sect ions is caused by the breakdown of the pressure peaks when 
the angle of attack is increased. The breakdown of the leading-edge 
peaks occur0 'simultaneously w i t h  an& may be assmiated  ui th  a separatim 
of the flaw at the  t ra i l ing edge of the sectian as  indicated in figure 6 .  2 
- 
Figure 6 i s  a plot -of the data which is typical of the subsonic 
pressure distributions obtained during the tests and shms the variation 
ficient,  normal-force coefficient, and the section Mach nmber with 
angle of attack. (Also, see fig.  4( a) . ) As the angle of attack is 
increased, the trailing-edge ~ E S S U E S  indicate that a separation of 
the boundary layer has occurred at  a value of angle of attack of 
about 7 O  and that the  separation beccmes greater with  further  increases 
in angle. The trailing-edge separation in turn affects the flaw over 
the entire section and reduces the leading-edge pressure peaks. The 
reduced suction peaks at the leading edge and the  increased  suctim at  
the  t ra i l ing edge (upper surface) tend t o  c a p e m a t e  each other 80 that 
the normal force contkues  to  increase  uith  increasing  angle of attack. 
c of the minrimum peak pressure  coefficient,  trailing-edge  pressure  coef- 
Aerodynamic Coefficients 
The aerodynamic coefficfents as obtahed by integration of the 
pressure distribution ~ 1 1  the propeller a i r f o i l  sections are presented 
i n  tabular form in tables 2 t o  10. Values of normal-force coe#ficient 
are canparable to  values of l i f t  coefficient  for angles of attack up - t o  about 4'. For  angles as high as IOo,  the  difference i s  believed t o  
* be w i t h h  the  xperimental  accuracy of the data. Values of chordwise- 
pressure-force coefficient, however, are not crmparable t o  values of 
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pressure drag coefficient since the contribution of the   re la t ively Large 
normal-force vector t o  the drag vector  constitutes a large percentage of 
the drag value. (See f ig .  3 . )  
The data in tables 2 t o  10 are presented for each test run, during 
which section angle of attack and secticm h c h  number varied simulta- 
neously. In order to determine the variation of the aerodynamic coeffi- 
cients w i t h  Mach number and angle of attack it is necessary to   p lo t  the 
data against a parameter such as advance ra t io .  A typical plot  of the 
aerodynamic coefficients as determined by the pressure distribution is  
sham i n  figure 7 where the data of table 7 have been plotted. From 
plots such as those shown i n  figure 7, crose plots can be made t o  obtain 
the variaticm of the aerodynamic coefficients with angle of attack or 
Mach number. . 
I 
Normal force.- The variation of normal-force coefficient w i t h  angle 
of attack and sectiau Mach number i s  shown in  f igure 8 in the form of 
nonaal-force carpeta for each statim at  each blade angle tested. The 
values of c r i t i c a l  Mach number sham in ffgure 5(a) have a l e 0  been 
included in  figure 8 as dashed l ines .  
. . " 
A comparison of the propeller test data w i t h  txo-di~ueneianal wind- 
tunnel data fo r  the same airfoi l  sect ions is  sham Fn figure 9. The 
tunnel data were obtained by crorss-plotting the data of reference 9 which, 
for  these can-prfsans, have been corrected for tunnel-wall interference 
by the method deecribed  'in  reference 10. In figure 9( a) the data are 4 '  
cmpared as plot8 of normal-force coefficient against angle of attack 
for several values of MEsch nmuber for each radial statim. Canprison 
w i t h  two-dimensional data shows the effect  of the radial posi t im of 
the sectians on the lift-curve slope. 
For the sections fnboard of the x = 0.70 statim the  l if t-curve 
slopes for   the P0.75~ = 45' case wee w e l l  with the slopes of the 
two-dimensianal data. For sections outboard of the x = 0.70 station, 
however, the slopes of the curves f o r  the propeller data become less 
than the slopes of the two-dimensional data. W s  effect increases as 
the   t ip   aec t ime of the propeller are approached. 
On the inboard sectians, however, where the l if t-curve slopes agree 
f a i r l y  w e l l ,  there &re differences between the two-dimeneional date. and 
the propeller data in the values of l i f t  coefficient  for given valuers of 
angle of attack. The differences in the data for the inboard sections 
appear t o  + v a r y  w i t h  Mach number and are evident as a shif% in the  angle 
of attack for zero l i f t .  Lock's equation 
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shows that for  zero lift coefficient the cmputed value of the induced 
angle i s  zero. It therefore appears that the differences between the 
propeller d a t a  and the two-dimensional data a r e   m r t l y  due t o  changes 
in the propeller-section aerodynamic characteristics from those charac- 
ter is t ics '  of two-dimensional data. For the furthermost Fnhoard sta- 
t ion (x = 0.30) much of the change may be traced  ta  the  effect  of the 
blade spinner juncture m the section characteristics, but f o r  the 
other staticma the differences  are probably caused by the  effects of 
the Wch number gradient along the blade radius, the  effects of the 
outboard flaw of the boundary layer on the blade caused by centrifugal 
ac tbn ,  three-dimensional relieving effects near the blade t i p s  as 
described  in  reference 1, and the influence of hi& blade sol idi ty  au .. the  l if t ing-line concept. 
Further evidence of the differences between propeller section data 
and two-dimensional data are shown i n  figure g(b) where normal-force coef- 
f ic ien t  has been plotted  against Mach number for  several  values of angle 
of attack for the two blade-angle settings investigated. Tunnel data have 
been plotted in figure g(b) as was done in  figure g (a ) .  In the case of 
the data obtained a t  pOe75R = 45O, the effects of the t i p   r e l i e f  are 
clearly shown i n  the increase of  the value of Mach number f o r  lift diver- 
gence over that of  the tunnel data f o r  the t ip sections.  Outboard of the 
.O.m station  the  difference becomes greater aa t h e   t i p  of the blade i s  
divergence becomes considerably  less  for  positive  angles of attack and 
becomes greater for negative angles of attack. For the 0 .6R station the 
value of Mach nrnnber f o r  lift divergence is in close agreement Kfth t h e  
values for the tunnel data although the value of normal-force coefficient 
a t  l i f t  divergence is considerably lower than the values for the tunnel 
data. 
I approached  and, in  additian,  the  value of normal-force  coefficient at l i f t  
i 
- 
In the ' O 1 n R  = 300 case, the point of lift dtvergence is practf- 
cally indefinable and in some cases the value of Mach number for  the point 
which m i g h t  be called the lif't-divergence point is lower than the value of 
t he  c r i t i ca l  bhch n m h r .  (See fig. 8(d).) Furthermore, in the lower 
Mach number range i n  many cases the value of normal-force coefficient 
increases w i t h  decreasing Mach number. The reason for the variances in 
the general shape of the curves w i t h  the  familiar  patterns of a i r f o i l  
data is not definitely understood  but  cmtributing  factora  include  a 
s t e e p r  Mach number gradient,  greater radial  bondmy-layer flow, and 8 
greater  variation of section angle of attack along the span of the blade 
than f o r  the = 450 case. These factors become evldent uith an 
inspection of  figure 3 where i n  order to kfntain a given section B c h  
number and angle of attack when the blade angle is  reduced it is neces- 
sary to increase the rotational speed. 
The change in  the  angle-of-attack  variation  along  the span due t o  a 
blade-angle chesge can be seen in figure 10. Figure 10 presents the 
w 
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variation of section nominal angle of attack along the blade radius 
together with the  blade loading fran the pressure measurements fo r  two 
values of advance rat io .  The values of advance r a t i o  have been chosen 
so that   the   vdue of ncminal angle of attack  for  both  blade-angle  cases 
is the same a t  the x = 0.70 station. Changes in  the spanwise angle-of- 
attack variation will cause changes i n  the blade loading as indicated i n  
f igure 10 where it fs shown that when cmpared to   the   idea l  Betz loading 
the loading f o r  the po.75R = 300 case is further fran the ideal than 
the Po,nR = 45' case. In  genera1;the agreement between the experi- 
mentally determined propeller loading and the ideal loading is good fo r  
the outboard stations (outboard of the x = 0.60 s ta t ion)   for  the low- 
speed ctmditims shown in figure 10, but for the inboard stationa the 
data obtained a t  a blade angle of 30° shoy ccmiaerable devfaticm frm 
the ideal lmding. A t  the higher value of advance ratio the bumps in 
the loading curves are due to   t he  small values involved i n  obtain- 
. Since the Lock-Goldstein calculation of the induced 
. 
a 
angle of attack is  based (311 t h e   a s s m ~ t i o n  of an ideal  Bet2 loading, 
the differences between the B = 30° data and the p 
.may be partly  attrfbuted t o  the absence of the ideal loading fo r  the 
'0.75R 
at tack  for   the = 45O case, hawever, should be in close agreement 
with those actually obtained in the tests due to   the   near ly  ideal laading. 
The difference between the f30.75R = 45O data and the two-dfmensional data 4 '  
may therefore be at t r ibuted partly to   l imi ta t ions  of existing theory fo r  
the   t ip   sec t ime and partly to inherent differences between the aero- 
dynamic characterist ics of a propeller section and a two-dimensional 
a i r foi l   aect ion.  
0 07% 0 .nR = 450 data  
= 30° case. The calculated values of the induced angles of 
* 
Differences in the section aerodynamic characterist ics are especially 
evident a t  high section speeds. As an i l lustrat ion,  figures 11 and 12 
have been prepred.  In figure IJ. the  c r i t i ca l  Mach  number and the value 
of Mach number fo r  lift divergence from the pmpeller pressure data have 
been compared with the theore t ica l   c r i t i ca l  Mach number and the lift- 
divergence Mach number from two-dimensional data fo r  two propeller Eta- 
t ions.  As might be expected, the agreement between the curve o f  c r i t i c a l  
Mach nuniber for the propeller and the two-dimensional theoretical  data is 
good for  mderate values of normal-force coefficient between approximately 
0.30 and 0.55 fo r  the x = 0 .TO station,  but  the  difference between the 
curves of crit ical .  Mach number and Mach number fo r  l i f t  divergence i e  a 
l i t t l e  greater  for  the two-dimensional data' than fo r  the propeller data.. 
For the x = 0.9 station, where the effects  of the propeller operation are 
more pronounced, the agreement between the c r i t i c a l  Mach number curve6 is 
not ao good as for   the x = 0.70 station; the delay in Mach number fo r  
lift divergence above the   c r i t i ca l  Mach number is considerably increased 
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data. It therefore appears fran figure l l  that the aerodynamic charac- 
t e r i s t i c s  of the t i p  sectiaa are less like the two-dimekianal data than 
are those characteristic of the stations farther inboard. The effect  - 
caused by the radial position of the section in the blade is sham in 
figure 12 where ,the  difference between the  sect ion  cr i t ical  Mach number 
and the Mach number f o r  lift divergence is plotted  agafnst  radial  station. 
Frau figure 12 it is  evident that, as the t i p  portlm of the blade is 
approached, the spread between the values of hel ical  h c h  number where 
the local value of hkch number reaches unity-and  the value f o r  l i f t  diver- 
gence becanes greater. This phenomenon occurs fn spi te  of the fact that, 
as the t i p  portions of the blade are approached, the sections becme 
thinner and have lower design l i f t  coefficients, (see fig. 2 ) .  The 
results sham in figures ll and 12 indicate that either the induced flow 
a t  the  propeller has not been accurately determined or that the   aerdy-  
namic characteristics of propeller.sectians are not the same as those of 
two-dimensional a i r fo i l s .  It is  highly probable that both conditions 
exist sintultaneously f o r  the propeller. 
Figure 12 has been determined fr&u the data presented in figure 8. 
If the data points 'were plotted  in  f igure 12 it woad be noted that the 
points are scattered. The scattering of the p o h t s  i s  probably due t o  
errors in the determinatia of the secticm c r i t i c a l  Mkch numbers; these 
errors were unavoidable because of the lack of pressure tubes near the 
leading edge of the sections. The curves of figure 12 have been 
faired conservatively, however, and i f   the  trends shown are   in   e r ror  
they show less  divergence f o r  the  t ip   sect ions than actually occurs. 
Section moment.- Section manent coefficients measured about the 
quarter-chord point are presented in figure 13 as plots of mment coef- 
f icient  against  narmsl-force coefficient f o r  a range of section Mach 
nmber. The moment coefficients presented are  a r e s u l t  of the action 
of the section normal force and do not include the effects of the section 
chordwise force which were found t o  be negligible. 
- 
c 
Figure 13 shows that no abrupt changes in  section pitching manent 
occur as the Mach number is increased through the transanic range. The 
values are negative (therefore, the blade =&Le tends t o  reduce) over 
the ent i re  range of operation and tend t o  bec&e m o r 6  negative as the 
sectLon Mach ntmber i s  Increased. Only on the Fnboard sections where 
the sectians are relatively  thick does the mment coefficient approach 
a value of zero and tend t o  becane slightly posit ive.  Ih general, gFven 
values of mment coefficient determined frau the  propeller  tests occur 
a t  higher values of Mach  number than shown by tno-dfmensianal data,. For 
example, in figure 13(b) f o r  the x = 0.75 s t a t im   the  average value of 
manent coefficient for I-& = 0.70 is about the same a8 that given in 
reference 9 f o r  M = 0.30 and the value f o r  = 1.0 in  figure l3(b)  
i s  about the same as that f o r  M = 0.70 in reference 9 .  This s h i f t  
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Section pressure drag.- The pressure drag coefficients f o r  the pro- 
peller  sections are presented in figure 14 plotted agahst section Mach 
nmber a t  constant values of section angle of attack. Fran figure 3 the 
pressure drag coefficient is obtained a8 
From resul ts  of wing tests the values of presgure drag coefficient 
a t  zero angle of attack should be close to zero i n  the  subcri t ical  speed 
range and i n  no case should they be negatfve a B  sham. The reascm for 
the  negative values in the c r i t i c a l  speed. range is  beliared t o  be 1Rrgel.y 
due t o  the lack of precisfort in the deteminaticm of the induced angle, 
since the values of drag obtained frm the pressure distributians are 
d e w d e n t  upon am accurate hawledge of the angle of attack. 
The values of drag coefficient presented in figure 14, in  sane 
instances, appear t o  be too large at  the higher angles of at tack and t o  
decrease too rapidly with increasing h c h  number i n  the lower Mach number 
range ( for  example, see fig. 14(b) x = 0.70). The results may have been 
al tered i f  more tubes had been installed  near  the  leadfng edge of the 
blade sections. If the suction pressures on the blade sections a t  high 
angles of attack had been known and accounted for, the values of cc 
m i g h t  have been more negative and the drag coefficients smaller. 
" 
A t  supercrit ical  values of Mach number, the pressure peaks tend to 
be reduced o r  wiped out entirely w i t h  the result that the negative  porticm - 
of  the thiclmesswise pressure distributions is reduced and the values of 
drag are larger .  Therefore, the values of pressure drag coefficfent are 
believed to be inherently more accurate  in ' the  supercrit ical  range than 
&t the lower speeds. The rate of increase of drag coefficient with 
increasing Mach nmber is believed t o  be reliable  although  the  absolute 
values are admittedly not precise. 
(. 
Part of the phencmnenon may also be caused by the  effects  of a Mach 
number gradient along the blade, centrifugal boundary-layer flow, three- 
dimensional relieving effects, and the influence of the blade so l id i ty  an 
the lift--line concept aince *e odd shape of the curves is much the 
same as that sham in  the values of normal-force coefficient in the lower 
Mach  number range of operation. As pin ted  out previously, no cmplete 
explanation of the phenmenon is evident at present. 
When compred with values of drag  coefficimt frcm wind-tunnel tests, 
the values of Mach number f o r  drag divergence for   the inboard sections 
agree w e U  w i t h  the d u e s  obtained frcm the tests of two-dimensional 
mcdels, but f o r  the outboard sections, the values obtained f'ran the pro- 
pe l le r  tests are higher than the values obtained fran wind-tunnel t e s t s .  
The increase i n  the value of Mach number fo r  drag divergence is i n -  
. 
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agreement with  the results obtained  for  lift-divergence Mach number 
from the analysis o f  the normal-force data. 
In order t o  obtain r ea l i s t i c  values of drag coefficient over the 
entire speed range the propeller data in  the supercrit ical  speed range 
may be canbined with two-dimensional data. This combhation can be 
accmplished by shifting the  entire  propeller drag c w e  in the  positive 
direction until the minimum value of drag coefficient is  equal to a 
reasonable value of f r ic t ion  drag. This frictian-drag value c m  be 
assumed. The two-dhtensional data can be connected t o  the propeller 
data. by fairing a suitable curve. The value of m i n i m u m  drag coeffi- 
cient will occur in most cases a t  a value of Mach nmber which is very 
close t o  the value of Bkch number for  drag divergence. 
Drag coefficients have been obtained as described above fo r  the 
x = 0.80 station by assuming a value of f r ic t ion  drag coefficient 
of 0.004 and are presented in figure 15. Results of drop t es ta  
(references ll, 12, and 13) have been plotted' on the curve for Oo angle 
of attack. The magnitude of the drag coefficients obtained fran the 
propeller tests is in l ine  w i t h  the  results of the model t e s t s  at  sonic 
velocit ies when it is cmsidered that the propeller &tion is a cam- 
bered section and is carrying a l i f t  load c, = 0. @) and the three- 
dimensional models are of zero camber. The pofnt of drag divergence 
f o r  the propeller data occurs a t  a value of Mach number that is between 
the values f o r  drag divergence for the three-dimensional drop-test 
m o d e l s  and the two-dimensional models. 
( 
Lift-drag ratio.- By the use of the drag data presented in figure 15, 
values of s e c t i m  lift-drag r a t i o  have been canputed and are  presented in 
figure 16 as plots against section Mach number for several values of 
normal-force coefficient. At a section Mach number of 1.0, a maxfmum 
value of l i f t -drsg r a t io  of about 6.0 was obtained at  a value of normal- 
force coefffcient of 0.4. Because of the power l imitation of the dyna- 
maneter, higher values of normal-force coefficient could not be attained 
i n  this speed rasge. The trend of the curves, however, indicates that 
the maxhm d u e  of 2/d a t  Mach number 1 .O would  probably  be attained 
at  a value of normal-force coefficient in excess of 0.40. In the sub- 
sonic range of Mach number the maxhum value of l if t-drag r a t l o  occurs 
a t  a value of nonnal-force coefficient between 0.65 and 0.70; this  value 
is in good agreement w i t h  values obtained f o r  two-dimensional model data. 
The value of Mach  number f o r  maximum 2/d, however, is higher than that 
value obtained in tunnel e s t s  because values of mch number for  lift 
divergence and drag divergence are higher f o r  the propeller data. At 
values of Mach  number i n  the law-supersonic range the values of 2/d 
determined fran  the  propeller test - . w e l l  w i t h  theoretical  values 
as sham in reference 14. 
memental thrust.- Values of elemental-thrust coefficient have 
been computed from the s e c t i i -  aerodynamic characteristic6 obtained 
from the surface pressure measurements by the equation 
These results are comwred in figure 17 with values of elemental- 
thrust   coefficient CT obtained frm propeller  slipstream  pressure 
measurements. The agreement between the two methods of obtaining 
elemental thrust is good at l m  speed6 where skin f r i c t ion  is re lat ively 
small except a t  the inboard station where the flow over the propeller 
spinner may have affected the wake-pressure messuremente. 
( W ' j  
Values of elemental-thrust coefficient have been canguted by cm- 
ventimal  strip-theory methods as described in reference 2 by using 
the two-dimensional section data of reference 9 fo r  three values of 
advance ra t io .  The  computed points are plotted cm the curves of 
figure 17(b) for  a blade angle of 30° st 1350 lrpn. These canditims of 
operation represent the highest speed range of sect ion oprat ion for  
which tunnel data are available a t  present. The agreement between the 
three methods d obtaining values of section thrust  is excellent for 
a l l  except the two most inboard sectians where the thrust coefficient 
obtained fran the -&e measurements appears t o  be low. This discrepancy 
may be due t o  an outboard shift of the wake caused by the dynamaneter 
body. 
5 '  
As a check on the feakibi l i ty   of 'us ing the h t a  obtained fram the 
preseat teats as desi@ data, o r  to predict  the thrust grading curve 
of a propeller, the elemental thrust of the sectians has been canpuked 
for operating cmditions other than those at which the data were obtained. 
A rotat ianal  speed of1600 r-p was chosen and the data presented in 
figure 8 were used i n  place of the usual two-dimensional a i r f o i l  data i n  
the conventional strip-theory methoa. The normal-force coefficients 
obtained fran the tests a t  a blade angle of 45O at  the 0.7% stat ign 
were used in the strip-theory method fo r  camguting the = 30 case, 
and the po m75R = .300 data were used t o  chpu te  the thrust fo r  the c a ~ e  
of operation a t  Po .75R = 450. Although both blade-angle cases were 
cmputed fo r  a rotat ianal  speed Or1600 rpn, the data used were not 
necessarily obtained at 1600 rpn. The values of thrust coefficient 
canputed in t h i s  way are shown as squared points i n  figures 17(c) 
and.l7(h) f o r  a rotational speed of 1600 r p n  for  P0.n~ = 300 and 
p0.75R = 450. The agreement of the canputed points with the experi- 
mental data €6 excellent. These cmparisons show that although there 
are differences between the   a i r fo i l  data obtained on the operating 
propeller and two-dimensi-mal a i r f o i l  data, the calculaticm of pro- 
pel ler  thrust  is re lat ively insensi t ive to  the differences. The 
8 
preceding analysis, i n d i a t e s  however, that at  higher speeds a more 
extensive theory is-needed and also a different type of a i r f o i l  data 
than that which is  conventianally used in propeller  analysis. 
COI?CLUEIONS 
The results of the investigaticm to determine the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the airfoil sections of an operating propeller 
blade lead to the general conclusion that a further refinement of 
existing theory is needed to determine the inducedcflcm field a t  the 
propeller more accuratew, especially f o r  high section speeds or  
nonoptimm loadings. 
. .  
Analysis also lead8 t o  the conclusion that there are differences 
between propeller section aerodynamic characteristfcs obtained fran an 
operating propeller blade and those determined from wind-tunnel t e s t s  
cm two-dimensional models. 
The results of the tests also led t o  the following epecific 
ccmclusions : 
- 1. The d i s t r ibu t im  of the pressures over the propeller sections 
quali tatively resembles those obtained i n  two-dfmenaianal tests of uing 
sec t ims  i n  the sme angle of attack and Mach nmber w e .  - c  
2. The experimentally determined c r i t i c a l  speeds of the prqpeller 
for an inboard  station  but  for  sections near the blade t i p  the lack of  
agreement indicates that section characteristics am& not l ike  the 
characteristics of two-dimensional sections. 
- sec t ims  agree reasonably  well with theoretically detelmined values 
3. Canprison of the  propeller data with two-dkensFanal data 
shows that the slope of the lift curves for  the propeller sectians 
decreases progressively tmrd the propeller tip. The variation of 
angle of attack for  zero l i f t  w i t h  MEtch number f o r  t3e  propeller  sections 
a l so  differs  frcm the variatiau for two-dimensianal tests. This 
difference does not appear t o  be affected by the radial positian of the 
blade sections. 
4. The due of Mach nunber for lift divergence agrees w i t h  the 
value6 fran tuo-dimensional data for  the inboard sections. On the 
outboard sectlons the values fran the gropeller tests are higher w i t h  
a maximum difference f o r  the section nearest the tip. The d u e s  of 
lower than values from two-dimensional tests for positive angles of attack 
and greater f o r  negative angl The point of UTt divergence. 
is indefinable f o r  the h . 7 5 ~  
- lift coefficient at lFft afvergence for given  angles of attack are 
c 
I 
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5 .  In general the data obtained at = 45* agree be t te r  with 
two-dimensional data than that obtained a t  j30.nE = 30°. The differences 
between the propeller data may be attr ibuted i n  part to the lack of  the 
ideal  loading for   the = 30° case and i n  part t o  a greater Mach 
number gradient aad rad ia l  boundary-layer flow fo r  the p 
s 
0 *7m 
= 300 case.  
6 .  The differences in Mach number increment between the value of 
c r i t i c a l  Mach number and the value of Mach number for l i f t  divergence 
between the two-dimensional data and the propeller data obtained 
at j30.75~ = 45O suggest that the aerodynamic characterist ics of the 
propeller.  sectims are different  frun those of $wo-dimensional eectfone. 
7. The pitchingJnment coefficient of these particular propeller 
sections about the quarter-chord point is negative (therefore, the  
angle of attack tends t o  reduce) over the speed range covered and shows 
no abrupt changes with Mach  number i n  the transonic speed range. In 
general, given values of moment coefficient determined fran the propel- 
l e r  data occurred at higher values of Mach number than  are shown by 
two-dimensional data. 
8. The values of drag coefficient obtained are not precise but the 
shape of the curves of d m g  against Mach number is  believed t o  be reliable 
in the  c r i t i ca l  and s p r c r i t i c a l  range of Mach number. The values of 
Mach number fo r  drag divergence show the same shift t o  higher values for 
outboard sections when compared with two-dlmensional model data as do 
the values of Mach number f o r  lift divergence. 
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. Figure 1.- Schematic diagram a h a  method of measuring presswee.  ’ -  4 t:








Figure 2.- Blade-form curves for NACA 10-(3)(08)-03 propeller. 
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Figure 3.- Vector diagram of velocity an8 forces acting at a typical 
propeller blade eection. 
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(c )  Variable revolutions per minute; M = 0.65. 
Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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(a) Experimental values htermined from pressure measurements. 
l'lgwe 5.- Variation o f  section critical Mach number with section normal- 
force coefficient. 
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(b) Ccmrgariaon of experimental values with theoretical calculated values. 
Figure 5.- Concluded. 
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(a) = 0.303 NACA 16- (14) ( 13) airfoi l  sect ion.  
Figure 8.- Variation of aection normal-force coefficient with angle of  
attack and M a & .  number for two propeller blade-angle settings. 
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(b) = 0.45; NACA 16(23)(11) airfoil section. 
Figure 8.- Continued. 
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( c )  = 0.60; NACA 16-( 28) (09) a i r fo i l  sec t ion .  
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(a) = 0.70; NACA 16-(3) ( 0 8 )  alrfoil  section. 
Figure 8.- Continued. 
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(e )  = 0.75; NACA 1&(3)(07) a i r fo i l   eec t ion .  
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(f) 6 0.80; NACA 16-(3)(07) airfoil sectian. 
Figure 8.- Continued. 
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(9) 6 E: 0.85; BACA 16-(28)(06) airfoil  section. 
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(h) rf- = 0.90; W A  16-(25)(06) a i r f o i l  section. 
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Figure 9.- Canparism of propeller section data with two-dimeneional data. 
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(b) Normal-force coefficient againet Mach number. 
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Figure 11.- Comparison of c r i t i c a l  Mach number and Mtuh number for  lift 
divergence from propeller t e s t s  with  theoretical c r i t i ca l  Mach number 
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Figure 12.- Variation o f  the difference between critical Mach number and 
Mach number for lift divergence x i t h  radial station. 
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Figure 13.- Variation of section moment coefficient -about the quarter-  
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Figure 13. - Concluded. 
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Figure 14.- Variation of section preseure drag coefficient with eect im 
Mach rmmber. 
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Figure 14.- Continued. 
148 NACA RM L50H03 
(b) = 45O. 
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Figure 16 - Variation of section lift-drag r a t i o  with  section Mach number 
as determined from the drag curves of figure 15. 5 = 0.80; 8, 75R = 45'; 
NACA 16(3)(07) airfoi l  sect ion.  
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Figure 17.- Comparison of section thrust coefficient as determined by the 
surface-pressure measurements and wake-pressure meaaurements. -. 
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Ttifust coefficient obtained from wake prassure m e a s m e n i s ,  C T~ 
C T ~  computed from data obtained  at =45" 
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(e) N = 2160 rpm; = 30°. 
Figure 17.- Continued. 
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(f) N = 1140 rpm; = 45'. 
FLgwe 17.- Continued. 
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(h) N = 1600 rp; E$,. 75R = 4-5'. 
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Figure 17.- Continued. 




Figure 17. - Continued. 
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(k) M = 0.65; = 45'. 
Figure 17.- Concluded. 
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